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Quantum key distribution (QKD) gradually has become a crucial element of practical secure
communication. In different scenarios, the security analysis of genuine QKD systems is complicated.
A universal secret key rate calculation method, used for realistic factors such as multiple degrees of
freedom encoding, asymmetric protocol structures, equipment flaws, environmental noise, and so on,
is still lacking. Based on the correlations of statistical data, we propose a security analysis method
without restriction on encoding schemes. This method makes a trade-off between applicability and
accuracy, which can effectively analyze various existing QKD systems. We illustrate its ability
by analyzing source flaws and a high-dimensional asymmetric protocol. Results imply that our
method can give tighter bounds than the Gottesman-Lo-Lütkenhaus-Preskill (GLLP) analysis and
is beneficial to analyze protocols with complex encoding structures. Our work has the potential to
become a reference standard for the security analysis of practical QKD.

I. INTRODUCTION

The security of classical cryptographic schemes, based
on the restrictions of computing resources and strate-
gies, is threatened by quantum computers and algo-
rithms. Guaranteed by the principles of quantum me-
chanics, quantum key distribution (QKD) can provide
unconditional security and against attacks from quan-
tum computers [1–6]. QKD has developed significantly
over the past three decades [7–10], and more efforts are
required for the ultimate goal of a global QKD network.
Compared with classical cryptography, the lower se-

cure key rates of QKD pose a challenge to its widespread
adoption over long distances. A promising approach is
accessing high-dimensional Hilbert spaces [11–13], such
as encoding with the spatial modes [14, 15]. This method
can increase channel capacity and resistance to noise.
Another novel approach is using the twin-filed (TF)
QKD, that breaks the fundamental linear rate-distance
limit through single-photon interference [16–18]. These
developments of theory promotes the construction of
QKD networks. But there are challenges in the prac-
tical implementation [19–21]. On the one hand, due
to imperfect equipment [22], there exist deviations be-
tween implementation and theory, such as flawed and
leaky sources. On the other hand, environmental factors
also limits the performance of protocol, such as the mis-
alignment of reference frame [23, 24] and turbulance [25].
Analyzing above issues is significant to inspire the design
of practical protocols as well as avoid potential security
loopholes.
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Some works have made efforts to analyze the secu-
rity of QKD with imperfect equipment. The stan-
dard Gottesman-Lo-Lütkenhaus-Preskill (GLLP) secu-
rity proof [22] allows one to address these problems con-
servatively. This analysis leads to a low achievable secret
key rate and is not robust against channel losses. In 2014,
Tamaki et al. [26] proposed a loss-tolerant protocol by
using the basis mismatch events to precisely bound the
phase error rate. This protocol requires full character-
ization of imperfect qubit states [27] and is difficult to
analyze complex encoding schemes.

In 2016, Coles et al. proposed a numerical method
to analyze the unstructured protocols [28], including en-
coding with qudit, non-orthogonal states [29] and non-
mutually unbiased bases (non-MUBs) [30]. The method
focuses more on the applicability of numerical methods
and lacks a general discussion on other realistic factors,
such as equipment flaws and environmental noises. Be-
sides, Sun et al. [31] analyzed the reference frame inde-
pendent (RFI) protocol [32] with fewer states, which is a
typical case to analyze the encoding flaws and misalign-
ment simultaneously. This protocol is two-dimensional
and its protocol structure is limited. Furthermore, some
recent works using numerical methods have focused on
solving practical problems such as the finite-key analy-
sis and mismatched detection [33, 34]. The potential of
numerical methods has not yet been fully exploited.

In this work, we provide a security analysis method for
arbitrary encoding schemes considering practical issues.
We demonstrate its accuracy, compared with GLLP anal-
ysis, in two examples with different source flaws. In the
first example of the state-dependent flaw, our method
shows better tolerance for modulation errors. Then, in
the example of TF-QKD with non-random phases, our
method still outperforms GLLP analysis without consid-
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ering flaws enhancement caused by channel losses. Fur-
thermore, we apply this method to the high-dimensional
asymmetric encoding schemes. In particular, we adopt
the mutually partially unbiased bases (MPUB) protocol
[35] which encodes with multiple degrees of freedom of
spatial modes. We propose a decoy-state RFI-MPUB
protocol and its results exhibit a comparable performance
compared to the ideal d = 4 BB84 protocol. Our analy-
ses imply that this method can comprehensively analyze
various complex factors in practical QKD.

II. THEORY AND MODELS FOR SECURITY

ANALYSIS

Affected by application scenarios and practical is-
sues, the encoding schemes are diverse, mainly reflected
in dimension and symmetry (complementarity between
bases). Here, the asymmetric structure and misalign-
ment are modeled as different parameters. We define the
deviation from quantum states of MUBs as bias angles.
In a d-dimensional QKD protocol, its maximum bias an-
gle θ ∈ [0, π/4] between the states of two bases {k, l}
is:

θ =
1

2
arcsin(max{|〈ϕm

k | ϕn
l 〉|2 − | 〈ϕm

k | ϕp6=n
l 〉 |2}),

(1)

θ =
1

2
(max{|ln〈ϕm

k | ϕn
l 〉| − | ln〈ϕm

k | ϕp6=n
l 〉 |}), (2)

where |ϕκ
j 〉 represents the κ-th state in basis j and κ ∈

[0, d − 1]. This definition is dimension-independent and
gives the maximum deviation estimate. Eq. (1) and Eq.
(2) represent encoding with a single-photon source and a
weak coherent source respectively. We assume this bias
lies on the X-Z plane of Bloch sphere in two-dimensional
encoding protocol, if not, it can be transformed using a
filter operation [26]. State bias is reflected in security
loopholes caused by lacking of complementarity between
bases in the phase error estimation [36]. Hence, basis
bias angle, defined as θb = 2θ, is used in the following
work as shown in Fig. 1(a). We use the reference frame
rotation model of RFI protocol in Fig. 1(b), suitable for
chip-to-chip [37] and earth-to-satellite QKD.
According to these models, we modify the error rates

of quantum channels. A generalized form of our theory:

eij =
1−M(1− 2eexp)

2
, (3)

M =
1

√

1 + sin2 θb
, (4)

where eij denotes the modified error rates which are de-
fined as a fictitious bit-error rate when Alice and Bob
measure in i basis and j basis respectively. eexp =

θ
b

(a) (b)

β
β

FIG. 1. The models of basis bias and the misalignment
of reference frame. The basis bias angle θb exists in X-Z
plane shown in (a), where W basis is rotated away from the
ideal X basis. The three Pauli operators are {σZ , σX , σY }.
Considering the misalignment of the reference frame in (b),
the coordinate axes on Alice’s side and Bob’s side are ex-
pressed with subscripts A and B, denote as {ZA,WA, YA}
and {ZB ,WB, YB} respectively. The Y basis is well-defined
in (b) with the rotation angle β. The directions of rotations
are indicated by red arrows. Here we distinguish between the
Bloch sphere of quantum state space and the reference frame
space.

(1 − Nij(1 − 2Q))/2 is the error rate measured experi-
mentally. Nij is related to the probability of an event
occurring, used for theoretical calculations. Q is quan-
tum bit error rate (QBER) in an ideal case. Derived from
the correlations between bases, M maintains complete-
ness of systems.

Generally, a protocol can be determined by the key
generation and the experimental constraints used for pa-
rameter estimation. For simplicity, we assume only one
basis is used for the key generation with measurements
{Zj

A}. And the modified error rates are used to constraint
Eve’s available information. Next, we will use this theory
to quickly analyze various issues in actual QKD based on
the numerical optimization method in Ref. [28] (Details
in supplemental material).

III. BASIS-DEPENDENT FLAW

One main issue of sources in a practical QKD system
is the basis-dependent flaw that stems from the discrep-
ancy of density matrices corresponding to two bases. In
phase encoding schemes, this discrepancy comes from the
modulation errors of phase modulator. The difference
between actual phases and expected cases is defined as δ
which can be experimentally measured or tested [38].

Here, we employ the vacuum+weak decoy-state
method [39] to illustrate our analysis. We select two typ-
ical modulation error values: δ ≤ 0.062 corresponds to
the modulation error with an advanced phase-stabilized
interferometer with about 99.9% visibility; δ = 0.127 cor-
responds to the upper bound of modulation errors of com-
mercial plug&play systems with its fidelity 99.81%. The
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key generation rate is given by:

R ≥ q{−f(Eµ)Qµh(Eµ) +Q1(1 − h(eU1 ))}, (5)

where q depends on the implementation (q ≈ 1 for an ef-
ficient BB84 protocol [40]). h(x) = −x log2(x/(d− 1))−
(1 − x) log2(1 − x) is the binary entropy function in di-
mension d. µ is the intensity of signal states. The gain
Qµ and QBER Eµ of signal states can be measured in ex-
periments. Q1 = Y L

1 µe−µ, Y L
1 and eU1 can be estimated

with the approach in Ref. [39]. And the mutual infor-
mation H(ZA|E), the result of numerical optimization,
corresponds to 1− h(eU1 ).
Based on our analysis, measurements used to generate

the raw key are Zj
A = {|0〉〈0|, |1〉〈1|} and the constraints

used for optimization problem are as follows:

〈I〉 = 1, (6)

〈EZ〉 = (1−M(1− 2eU1 ))/2, (7)

〈EX,mod〉 = (1−M(1− 2eU1 ))/2, (8)

where operators EZ := (I − σA
z ⊗ σB

z )/2, EX,mod :=

(I−σA
w ⊗σB

w )/2 and σ
A(B)
w = cos θbσX +sin θbσZ . More-

over, the standard GLLP security analysis for BB84 with
source flaws, its phase error with the correction is:

eUphase = eU1 + 4∆′(1−∆′)(1− 2eU1 )

+ 4(1− 2∆′)
√

∆′(1 −∆′)eU1 (1− eU1 )

≤ eU1 + 4∆′ + 4
√

∆′eU1 , (9)

where ∆′ ≤ ∆/Y L
1 is the balance of a quantum coin.

This bias is enhanced during the channel losses. The
imperfect of fidelity between density matrices is ∆ = (1−
F (ρz, ρx))/2.
Our simulation results display in Fig. 2. The GLLP

analysis pessimistically assumes Eve can enhance the flaw
by exploiting channel losses, as shown in the inset fig-
ure. As a comparison, our analysis can substantially out-
perform GLLP in different cases. The security analysis
based on our theory with a commercial system δ = 0.127
(green solid curve) can be made secure over 120 km, while
the maximal distance with GLLP is 20 km. However, our
theory is not tightest compared with the loss-tolerant
protocol. In Ref. [38], the key rate of loss-tolerant BB84
protocol with δ = 0.134 can be almost the same as the
case δ = 0. The main reason is that our constraints
are coarse-grained, hence, our key rates can be higher
if we accept basis mismatched data for constraints, as
discussed in Ref. [28]. Besides, we estimate the mutual
information between Alice and Eve by maximizing the
impact of source flaws in channels. This is a small but
inevitable error.
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FIG. 2. Practical key rates with source flaws. δ is the
upper bound of phase modulation errors. Parameters used for
numerical simulations: µ = 0.48, ν = 0.13, ω = 0; background
count rate, Y0 = 1.7 × 10−6; loss coefficient of the channel,
α = 0.21 km/dB; intrinsic detector error probability, ed =
3.3%; detection efficiency, ηB = 4.5%; the efficiency of error
correction f(Eµ) = 1.22. The bias angle is θb = 2δ.

IV. NON-RANDOM PHASES

Another important imperfection of sources in a prac-
tical QKD system is the non-random phases [41]. The
eavesdropper has a priori knowledge about phases of sig-
nal states, such as the original TF-QKD. Users announce
the phase information in communication and employ a
coherent encoding scheme rather than the decoy-state
method in this protocol. Its information-theoretic secu-
rity was firstly proved in Ref. [42] by TF∗-QKD which
using the decoy-state method in Test mode and the weak
coherent encoding in Code mode. This proof takes its
imbalance of a quantum coin into account and modifies
the phase error. A difference of GLLP analysis here is
that the enhancement caused by post-selection is not de-
pendent on the channel losses.
Here, we analyze this flaw based on this TF∗-QKD.

Considering the infinite decoy states method [43] in Test
mode, we can write its asymptotic key rate as:

R = q{−f(Eµ)Qµh(Eµ) +Q1(1 − h(eU1 ))}. (10)

Here q = 1/2 and the modified phase error rate of GLLP
analysis can calculate from Eq. (9) with ∆ = 2π/8. Ac-
cording to the post-selection in TF∗-QKD and Eq. (2),
we also assume the maximum bias angle is θb = 2π/8 and
constraints are the same as Eq. (6)-(8).
We plot the resulting key rates in Fig. 3. TF∗-QKD is

almost optimal at 500 km. As a comparison, the key rates
with GLLP analysis (red dash line) are slightly lower
than cases based on our method (green short dash dot
line). The curves are close because the GLLP analysis
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FIG. 3. Key rates of TF∗-QKD protocol with the non-random
phases. Parameters used for numerical simulations: µA =
µB = 0.0012; dark counts rate, Pd = 10−11; loss coefficient
of the channel, α = 0.2 km/dB; detection efficiency, η =
80%; phase slices, M1 = 16; the efficiency of error correction
f(Eµ) = 1.1.

here does not depend on channel losses. Both of analyses
clearly show the

√
η scaling, which makes it possible to

overcome the secret key capacity limit (black solid line).

V. HIGH-DIMENSIONAL ASYMMETRIC

ENCODING

The above analyses are two-dimensional protocols with
shared reference frames. Their misalignment comes from
the alignment and stability of optical systems [39]. It is
considered as an inherent and known error in the decoy-
state method. Hence, we analyze the high-dimensional
spatial modes encoding scheme in free-space link with
unknown misalignment. The MPUB protocol extremely
simplifies the implementation [44, 45] and enhances the
robustness to turbulence by using non-MUBs encoded
with multiple degrees of freedom. The security analysis
in Ref. [35] is not generalizable to practical issues. Here,
we propose a decoy-state RFI-MPUB protocol to close
the gaps between assumptions made in security proofs
and actual implementations (Details in supplemental ma-
terial).

The dimension of this protocol is d = N + 1 with its
spatial mode order N = n + m. We adopt three bases
structure [46] to encode information. The Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) basis is used for generating raw key
rates. And the same mode order Hermite-Gaussian (HG)
modes and HGq modes (HG modes rotated by 45◦) are
used for parameter estimation. Because the RFI protocol
does not limit the form of ρAB strictly, the protocol with
asymmetric structure is still applicable [47]. Combined

with our method, the statistical parameter still satisfy:

P :=
∑

i,j

(1− 2eij)
2 ≤ 2, (11)

where P is independent of the misalignment of reference
frame when there are no eavesdroppers and other issues
[48, 49]. For simplicity, we calculate Eve’s information
directly with H(ZA|E) = log2d − IE . The key-map op-
erators in LG basis are {|li〉〈li|, i ∈ [0, d − 1]}. In the
following, we will calculate the error operators. In RFI-
MPUB protocol, arbitrary encoding states |αn,m〉 can be
decomposed into a set of HG modes states |hN−k,k〉 [44]:

|αn,m〉 = Uq|hN−k,k〉, Uq :=

N
∑

k=0

(ik)qb(n,m, k). (12)

where the integer number k ∈ [0, N ]. Uq is a transfor-
mation matrix, and {q = 0, 1} represent the HGq modes
and LG modes respectively. In addition, we define U2 as
an identity matrix. The real coefficients b(n,m, k) is:

b(n,m, k) = (
(N − k)!k!

2Nn!m!
)1/2

1

k!

dk

dtk
[(1 − t)n(1 + t)m]t=0,

(13)

where the factor ik corresponds to a π/2 relative phase
difference between successive components. The error op-
erator is defined as Eq := 11 − Cq, where q = {0, 1, 2}
represent for {HGq, LG,HG} respectively.

Cq =
∑

n,m

Uq|hn,m〉〈hn,m|U †
q ⊗ U †

q |hn,m〉〈hn,m|Uq. (14)

Finally, the constraints can be represented as:

〈I〉 = 1, (15)

〈Ekey〉 = eU1 , (16)

〈Eest〉 = (1−M(1− 2eU1 ))/2. (17)

Here Ekey = E1 and Eest = (E0 + E2)/2. We use the
same parameter settings in Ref. [50]. And the key rates
in the asymptotic case are given by Eq. (5).
In Fig. 4, the raw key rates and maximum transmis-

sion distance of RFI-MPUB (green dash dot curve) can
be comparable with the ideal BB84 protocol (black solid
curve). An overall decrease of key rates achieved in RFI-
MPUB can be explained by the leak of information dues
to basis bias in actual environment. However, the key
rates are still higher than BB84 protocol with misalign-
ment angle β = 45◦ (red dash curve) which might be
worse in actual environment. In the inset, output re-
sults of our approximation (blue dots) are consistent with
the RFI protocol (black line), and the deviation of data
comes from accuracy of program calculation.
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FIG. 4. Key rates performance of RFI-MPUB and d = 4
BB84 protocol. Parameters used for numerical simulations:
µ = 0.3, ν = 0.05, ω = 0; background count rate, Y0 = 3 ×
10−6; loss coefficient of the channel, α = 0.6 km/dB; intrinsic
detector error probability, ed = 1.5%; detection efficiency,
ηB = 50%; the efficiency of error correction f(Eµ) = 1.22;
basis bias angle calculated from Eq. (1) θb ≈ 14.48◦ .

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we propose a security analysis method
by modeling asymmetric structures of protocols and mis-
alignment of reference frames. We extract a factor from
correlations of statistical results and apply it to analyze

various issues in different scenarios. For source flaws
problems with the same amount of experimental data,
our method can obtain higher key rates than GLLP anal-
ysis. Moreover, this method overcomes the restriction of
encoding schemes, hence, is a powerful tool for security
analysis of protocols with asymmetric structures or qudit
encoding.
Due to the overestimation of bias angle, our method

sacrifices some accuracy, but it achieves wider applicabil-
ity compared with previous methods. In principle, our
analysis is slightly lower than the loss-tolerant protocol
with the same data. The ability of loss tolerance in our
method can be enhanced by accepting mismatched data.
We envision that our method can be a reference standard
for QKD scientists. In future work, we hope to extend
our method to other realistic factors or scenarios, such
as the finite-key analysis [51, 52] and high-dimensional
conference key agreement protocols [53]. Furthermore,
our analysis may be instructive for other different types
of asymmetric structure [54, 55].
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